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About This Game

Siege of Centauri puts you in command of the defense of Earth's first interstellar colony. Thousands of alien machines are
descending on the helpless colony and only you, with your arsenal of fast-deployed orbital defense structures (FODS) can stop

them.

The enemy comes in all shapes and sizes, challenging you to counter them with the right defense in the right place. Siege of
Centauri combines the best elements of classic tower defense games with the strategic depth Stardock has delivered in past

titles, including Sins of a Solar Empire: Rebellion and Ashes of the Singularity.

Battle across the surface of an alien world through a series of story-driven campaigns or fight for survival in a doomed region to
see how your skills match up against thousands of other players across the world.
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Title: Siege of Centauri
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Stardock Entertainment
Publisher:
Stardock Entertainment
Franchise:
Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 10 / 8.1 / 7

Processor: Quad-core Intel / AMD Processor

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB GDDR5 NVidia GeForce 660 / AMD R7 360 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: 1920x1080 Display Resolution or Higher; additional disk space will be required during Early Access

English
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It's not fun.

If I had of known this was just going to be a modded version of Ashes of the Singularity, I'd have stuck with other free tower
defense games (like Starcraft2 custom games).

It lacks depth and originality, with not really any features I havnt seen before in other TD games.
The difficulty level is very frustrating, having to replay the same map over and over gain just to tweak tower placement is not
fun.
The terrain makes tower placement awkward and its hard to tell if a tower will have line of sight. This means one miss-placed
expensive tower and you might as well restart the map (salvaging offers no refund).

If you like TD games Id suggest sticking to free or cheaper options, this game is simply not worth the frustration.
. Load time sucks , probably sinks with their server.

But otherwise, a fun game of tower play. as you advance into the game there are way too many things happening to stay on top,
way too many pathway, some people may like this, for me it's too hectic
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